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CONVERSATION STARTER

What’s something you treat yourself with when you are having a bad day?

This Facilitator Guide will help you lead the conversation. [Brackets] indicate simple cues for 
you, as a facilitator, and are not intended to be read aloud.

[The most crucial thing in a person’s life is what God is doing in them and through them, as 
they read, listen to, and apply the Word of God. For the remainder of this series, the discussion 
questions will all be the same, regardless of the sermon content. The exception will be the last 
group of questions. The prayer time will be different each week. We encourage you to use 
all these questions in your Life Group, working from the first question to the last question, in 
order.]

DISCUSSION QUESTIONS

What did you learn through this week’s Bible reading that you either didn’t know or had 
forgotten?

If you had to pick a passage of scripture that stood out to you, which would it be and why?

Give an example of one way you applied what you read this week. What was your experience 
as you lived out the Truth in your life? What did you learn about God? What did you learn about 
you?

Read Jude 20. First, identify the  four things we are told to do in this verse. [Build yourself up in 
your most holy faith; pray in the Spirit; keep yourselves in God’s love; wait for the mercy of the 
Lord Jesus Christ.] Next, discuss ways that we can do these things. Finally, which one of these 
things do you need to focus on in your life, and why? 

In the sermon this week, Jerry said, “Start a movement that truly takes faith seriously, 
connecting actions to beliefs.” Brainstorm something your Life Group can do to take your faith 
seriously and connect actions to beliefs. Develop a plan and execute it in the next month.
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PRAY

Pray for the leaders of our church; the Elders, Jerry and Clayton, and the Campus Pastors. Pray 
that they will have God’s wisdom and creativity to continue to lead the church during these 
trying times.


